LE CARILLON
Danse de Salon
by L. Bagnat, Paris, 1886
Reconstruction by Richard Powers
This was an early mixer, where all
dancers repeatedly changed
partners. Mixers began to gain
popularity a decade later.
The description doesn't specify
whether dancers turn each other with
a half-turn, or turn-and-a-half, but the
more compact ballgowns of 1886
would have allowed a turn-and-a-half.

1886 ball gown

Odd number of couples arranged in a circle.
Face partner, give R hand, turn around with 4 polka steps. This can easily be a turn-and-a-half, which would
have made the dance much more interesting for the young dancers at the time. A half-turn is also possible.
As in a Grand Chain, give L hand to the next person, and turn around with 4 polka steps.
At that time, an alternate definition of "after" is "like." The description "After the first 4 bars" is thus interpreted
as, "Like the first 4 bars," meaning another 4 bars of turning. i.e., turn the third vis-a-vis by the R hand.
Approaching the fourth person, drop hands and full turn singly around in place, possibly with 2 polka steps, for
2 bars, with fists on hips. Then facing the 4th vis-a-vis, slap thighs, clap hands at shoulder level, and clap
both hands against vis-a-vis hands.
Repeat. The specification of an odd number of couples prevents one from restarting with their first partner.
The N.B. of the description suggests accelerating music at the end, which makes it more interesting.
Translation of the French description:
Preliminary explanation
For this dance, the couples must be odd, so that each gent can change the lady at the end of each tour of the circle.
The ritournelle, or call, indicates that it must take place circularly, the gent having his left hand turned towards the interior of
the circle, the lady, facing him, will consequently have her right hand turned into the interior.
Theory
During the first 4 bars of the first reprise, the gent gives his right hand to his lady who also places her right hand, then the
gent, by a tour of the hand, makes it pass behind him so that his lady is facing the gent of the 2nd group.
This tour of the hand is executed by marking the rhythm of the measure with the feet (polka step) the whole circle, after this
first pass, can execute the same movement but by changing of hand, so that, the lady, instead of passing behind the gent
outside the circle, passes in front of him in the interior.
After the first 4 bars, or after the complete evolution of the circle, from left to right or from right to left, the couple, gent and
lady, put their fists on their hips and pirouette on the spot in cadence one in front of the other on the last 4 bars of the reprise, or
on any such reprise ad libitum.
At the second reprise, during the first bar, the gent and his lady clap their hands: the first count on the thigh, 2nd count in his
hands at the height of the chest. 2nd bar, 1st count, in the hands of the vis-à-vis.
The 3rd and 4th bars are the same movement as the 1st and 2nd bars for the next 4 bars the same passes as for the first 4
bars of the 1st reprise. The 2 repeats of the trio are similar to the first 2.
N.B. It is necessary, as much as possible, to have a Cavalier-guide, indicating passes and movements for the dancers. We
can, willingly, finish this dance with the ordinary Polka or a Galop. In the latter case, the Cavalier-guide, gives the signal to the
orchestra to accelerate the movement. We can vary the passes, gestures, evolutions of the dancers, on the indications of the
Cavalier-guide.
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